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Penny says experience will help his campaign
by Greg Abbott
Winonan Editor

71/00,:nyge,
404t,

Rep. Tim Penny spoke to Winona students and residents at a DFL Picnic at Prairie Island last weekend. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

Rep. Tim Penny, DFL-Winona,
starts his campaign against Keith
Spicer today in a different situation. This time he is the experienced incumbent instead of the
underdog newcomer.
Penny said his experience in
Congress should help his
campaign for re-election because
he feels people want someone in
office with experience to deal
with some big issues that will go
through Congress in the next two
years."
He currently serves on the Agriculture committee, the Veteran
Affairs committee, the Education
and Labor committee and a task
force to find ways of reducing the
national debt.
He said the deficit should be
reduced by either across-theboard cuts or a freeze on spending which ties it to the inflation
rate.
Penny added that the deficit
could also be reduced by lowering military spending, which has
increased from $147 billion in
See Penny page 2

Preliminary figures show fall enrollment down
by Dale Kurschner
News Editor

A 4-5 percent drop in total enrollment has been projected for
Winona State in the 1984-85
school year, based mainly on a
lower number of incoming freshmen this fall.
According to Vice President for
Academic Affairs Dr. Charles
Sorensen, slightly more than 800
freshmen enrolled during
summer registration this year
compared to 977 at that time last
year.
"By the end of mass registration and the tenth day of the
quarter last fall, we had a total of
1,060 freshmen," said Dennis
Martin, assistant registrar.
In past years, freshmen enrollment has usually increased 50 to
150 students by the tenth day of
fall quarter, the final day for
figuring enrollment for the
academic year.
This year, Martin figures the
total freshmen enrolled will fall
somewhere in the 900 range.
One reason for indications
pointing towards a drop in
freshmen enrollment, according
to Martin, is that the last three
years have had the largest freshmen enrollments in the history of
the institution.

In 1981, Winona State had its
largest enrolling freshmen class
at 1,093 incoming students.
During the next two years, that
figure decreased by 30 and remained around 1,060 until this
year.
A decreasing 18 year-old
student population is another
problem, according to
Sorensen.
"In our service region, an 11county area, the 18-year-old student population went down 8 1/2
percent between last fall and this
fall," said Sorensen.
Between 1980 and 1990, Minnesota will lose 30-36 percent of its
18-year-old population, according
to Sorensen.
He also pointed to statistics regarding enrollment activity of
freshmen in Winona State's regional area as indicating a
problem.
"When I see Mankato State
University pull 4.1 percent of our
region's 18-year-old population to
go to Mankato, and we're only
getting 4.7 percent, I'm really
concerned," Sorensen said.
"Mankato is pulling about 12-13
percent out of its own district."
Though Gov. Rudy Perpich said
last Thursday that he was recommending the closing of state uni-

versities not successful in their
enrollment attempts or in gaining
out of state students.
Winona
State
President
Thomas Stark said it was an "offhand comment," stressing the
need for improvements in higher
education.
"We are looking at a unique
and difficult situation now," said
Sorensen. "We thought we would
be down in freshmen. The issue
now for us is to find out how we
can correct that."
In its 1983-93 campus plan,

submitted May 1984, Winona
State has outlined five areas it is
going to focus on to improve its
enrollment:
• More agressive recruiting to
increase the rate and number of
high school graduates attending
Winona State.
• Increase the number of international students.
• Increase the number of older
and non-traditional students.
• Develop new programs that
respond to the needs of the area.
• Enhance, through greater

public awareness, the image of
Winona State within its region.
One area the university has
already taken action in was
aggressive recruiting last
weekend. Ten alumni living
around and in Chicago came to
Winona to learn what has
changed, how much it costs to
attend now, the amount of aid
available and other facts before
returning home to recruit students for Winona State.

Proactive approach key
to university survival
by Greg Abbott
Winonan Editor

The new 10-year campus plan
states the secret keeping Winona
State strong is to make it deal
with problems before they
happen.
"We've got to be pro-active, not
reactive,"
said
Dr.
James
Reynolds,
co-chair
of
the
strategic steering committee.
He added that the 10-year plan
is the first effort to look at
Winona State's future to predict

challenges the university will
have to face and some directions
it must take to meet those
challenges.
One challenge the 10-year plan
recognized is the drop of enrollment caused by a decrease in
high school graduates. The plan
calls for Winona State to expand
services throughout
southeastern Minnesota, not just
Winona.
"We have to make our programs accessible to serve all

residents in the area," said
Reynolds. He said the 2 + 2
programs and new plans to
accommodate non-traditional
students should help maintain
enrollment.
The current student at Winona
State is white, female Minnesotan who is 22 years old, attending
school full-time and receiving
some form of financial aid while
living on campus.
By increasing efforts to attract
See Campus Plan page 3
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State board, student groups fight tuition increases
by Dale Kurschner
New Editor
The State University Board and
state student group are currently
working to keep tuition affordable.
Rising tuition costs at Minnesota State Universities were
temporarily frozen AUg. 21 when
the State University Board
refused to activate its 1986-87 biannual budget under its current
structure.
The state board budget called
for tuition increases of . 14 percent in 1986 and 6 percent in
1987.
State universities were forced
to raise tuition because of a law
passed in 1984 requiring tuition

to be 33 percent of instructional
cost. Board members felt alternatives had to be looked at before
taking action.
"The state should provide
sufficient funds so higher
education, like elementary and
secondary education, is accessible to everyone," said State University Board Member Nicholas
Zuber.
Refusing to be part of an
increase in tuition, Zuber said,
"The best way to ensure accessibility is low tuition."
Minnesota State University
Student Association Chair Cindy
Burski, a senior at Moorhead
State University, said Minnesota
students wholeheartedly suppor-

ted Zuber's position because
they had been "socked with
astronomical increases in tuition,
room and board fees over the
past four years."
Burski told the board they
should work towards having
tuition be 25 percent of the
instructional cost instead of 33
percent.
"Our institutions were set up
to serve the common people of
our state...who might not have an

Continued from page 1
1980 to $273 billion in 1984.
"We can't survive an administration that increases military
spending while escalating the
national debt," he said.
A reduction in military spending won't make the United States
look weak, he said, it will Just
force the government to decide
which weapons it needs instead
of the current policy of buying
everything.
During his stay on the Education and Labor committee, he
plans to help students out by
pushing for legislation that will
provide more opportunities for
student loans.
"I think any student graduating
from college would have no problem paying back student loans,
but we have to make it available
for them while they attend
college," he said.
Another program he supports
is increasing work study money
which, he says, is a good way to
encourage students to attend
college.
Although all financial aid is
tied to draft registration, Penny
said he opposed the idea of government "singling out" students
on financial aid.
"Education is important to
me," said Penny, "During my six
years in the Minnesota Senate I
voted for many bills to increase
student aid."
Penny cited his 100 percent
attendance record during voting
sessions of Congress as proof
that his voting record is still

strong.
He said that he is also an active
member of Congress, authoring
five bills which are in different
stages of passing through
Congress:
• A bill to renovate buildings
for veteran health care.
• A bill to improve the environment along the upper Mississippi
by stopping the 50 million gallons

of sludge dumped into the river.
• A bill that would give cornpany stockholders and workers
advanced notive of any corporation buyouts.
• A bill for a flood control project in Rochester
• And a bill to eliminate a tax
loop-hole used by farming conglomerates to buy-out family
farms.
"Four bills are moving right
along, and that's not a bad
batting average for a first term
congressman," said Penny.
And although polls show that
he has a good chance for a second term he said he is taking
nothing for granted.
"I'm not going to sit back and
relax," said Penny, "I'm going to
work just as hard this year as I did
when I won the spot two years
ago."
He noted that the Spicer
campaign has picked up $50,000
from out-state Republican
donations while most money
raised for the Penny campaign
has been donated locally.
"Contrary to what the Republicans think, they don't own the
first congressional district," said
Penny, "And they can't buy it
back, either."

Penny on the issues:
Deficit: Would reduce it by
across-the-board cuts or freezing
spending to inflation.
Arms race: Favors military
spending reductions and arms
control.
Tuition: Feels it has risen too
much and should be kept at 25
percent of the college budget.
Financial aid-registration: Students should register, but those
on financial aid shouldn't have
been singled out as the only one
forced to register.

Student aid: Supports increased student aid through
student loans and work study.

so lists

eroding the quality of the
institutions' instructional
programs.
After comparing Minnesota's
tuition at its state universities
with other states' universities,
and after compiling alternative
ideas, the board will hold a
special meeting in October to
finalize a budget for the 1986-87
biennium.

Friends number one priority
in holistic campus approach
by Mike Leahy and Lisa Larson
Staff Reporters

Penny

opportunity for higher education
if we did not exist," said State
University Chancellor Jon
Wefald.
Since 1980, tuition at state universities has increased 135
percent. This fall, the tuition rate
at state universities is $26.85 per
credit hour, compared to only
$11.40 per credit hour in 1980.
The board requested its staff to
prepare alternatives for dealing
with the high tuition without

The new vice president for
fundraising at Winona State University says a $1 million annual
goal isn't unrealistic.
But, says Richard Struck,
"Before raising money we need
friends."
Struck has been trying to make
friends for the university in his
first eight months on the job. "We
need to build bridges," he said.
Even with things as they are,
Winona State had $398,000
income from grants, gifts and endowment income in the latest
fiscal year. The university's
philanthropic asset base was $1.2
million.
In coming months, Struck said,

he will be developing a comprehensive development program for
1985-86.
No fundraising, goal has been
set, but initially $250,000 would
be feasible, he said—and the
goal could be increased incrementally to at least $1 million.
Further down the road, Struck
said, he might consider hiring
professional fundraisers—as did
Saint Mary's College in its highly
successful $7 million Design
fund drive.
fundraising
sees
Struck
revenue going for laboratory
equipment, direct faculty research, and scholarships.
This year he is beginning three
direct mailings to alumni, in the
fall, winter and spring.

Struck also is initiating a fundraising campaign for faculty and
staff donations to university
areas of their choice.
Struck said that he takes a
holistic approach to public
relations and fundraising.
Winona State can be successful at fundraising, he said, only
when it has lots of friends convinced that it's a strong, thriving
institution worthy of gifts.
"We need to project the good
things that are coming out of
Winona State," Struck said.
Stuck intends to do this by
starting a systematic direct-mail
program to alumni, and to survey
public opinion in the 10-county
southeast Minnesota area.

COME AND TRY
OUR NEW MENU
STARTING TONIGHT
AT 5 P.M.
PIZZA BY THE SLICE
OR
DEEP PAN PIZZA
• ITALIAN ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES
• SALAD BAR
AND...OUR DELICIOUS HOMEMADE
ICE CREAMS

. ssi,SS1040,0„,
ri IA ette

Style Cut $6.00
Perms plus Cut $23.00
Ask for Bob or Rhonda
Guys & Gals
Mon-Fri 10-5
452 6735
Evenings & Sat. by Appt.
-

451 HUFF STREET
454-7903

SUN.-WED 11 A.M.-11 P.M.
THURS.-FRI.-SAT 11 A.M.-2 A.M.
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Growe gives Boschwitz voting record bad marks
by Greg Abbott
Winonan Editor
Former high school teacher
Joan Growe, DFL candidate for
U.S. Senate, is getting an
education on how to run a suc-cessful campagin against an
opponent with millions of dollars
to spend.
With a hoarse voice, Growe
told more than 100 Winona
DFLers that she intends to win by
using a door-to-door campaign
which is designed to "out-talk $5
million."
Rudy
said
Sen.
She
Boschwitz's $5 million ad
campaign tells people only what
he wants them to hear.
"The things Boschwitz never
mentioned is that he voted for a
bill that will put 5,000 dairy
farmers out of work, supported
tax breaks for the wealthy and
voted for an increase in weapons,
contributing to the $200 billion
deficit," said Growe.
DFL candidate for U.S. Senate Joan Growe speaks to Winona resiShe feels that Boschwitz's poor
dents in an effort to 'out-talk' $5 million. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
voting record will give her a
strong following that can help her
win the election even though the
latest Minnesota poll shows
Boschwitz far ahead.
"I don't believe in any poll,"
A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
said Growe. She emphasized the
same conviction by urging people
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
to
attend yesterday's primary
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
election even though the polls
5:00.
show her to be a shoe-in over
Robert Mattson.
64 1/2 W. 5th
452.4307
Although she faced a tough

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

Every Day is Special
at Taco Johns
$ 1 29
Mondays—Super Burrito
$ 1 69
Beef or Combo. Super Burrito
Tuesdays — Taco Tuesday
2 Hardshells
99'
Wednesdays—Buy any Super item and get
FREE
a medium drink
$ 1 69
Thursdays — Smothered Burrito
$ 1 29
Fridays— Taco Salad
$ 1 69
Taco Salad with Meat
$ 1 99
Super Taco Salad
$ 1 49
Saturday Si, Sunday-2 softshells
Every Sunday at the Winona Mall
All-You-Can-Eat
$ 299
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

battle to win the DFL endorsement earlier this year, she
believes her campaign for the
Senate was timed right.
"The election of Gerry-Ferraro
as vice president has also
enhanced the chances of all
women across the country for becoming elected," said Growe.
"Mondale's choice was a major
sign that the barriers are breaking
down. It was a step in the right
direction which has created a lot

acorreNic

See Growe page 6

Campus plan
Continued from page 1
non-traditional students and high
school graduates, Winona State
hopes to offset the decline of
high school graduates.
1983 Winona State Student Body
Median age: 22 Range: 8415 = 69
Sex: Females-3,084 (58.5%);
Males-2,162 (41 %)
Ethnicity: White-3,062 (95%),
Hispanic-13 (.004%), Black 12
(.004%), Asian, Pacific Island-11
(.003%), Native American,
Alaskan-7 (.002%), Non-Resident
Alien-122 (.04%), Missing Data2,046
Enrollment Status: Full-time
students-3,991 (75.7%), Part-time
students-1,282 (24.3%)
Financial Aid Status: Receiving
financial aid-3,691 (70%), Not
receiving financial aid-1,582
(30%)
Place of origin: Minnesota3,665 (70%), Non-Minnesota1,486 (28.2%), International-122
(2.3%)
Residence: On-campus-1,700
(32%), Off-campus-2,200 (42%),
commuter-1,373 (26%)
Another challenge Winona
State must face is keeping all
academic programs strong while
developing new programs to
meet the needs of future

students.
Winona State plans to add 15
new programs over the next two
years while eliminating 16 majors
which have low enrollment or are
duplicated at another Winona
college.
The third major challenge for
Winona State involves promoting
the university and working with
regional business and industry.
"The development office will
take on a higher visibility," said
Reynolds. "With the help of
Richard Struck (vice-president of
university relations), we expect
development to be more active."
Struck is working with alumni
and friends of Winona State who
can support the university
through donations or gifts.
Reynolds admits the campus
plan is a "generic" mission
statement with general goals set
down. He says the plan was
meant to be that way to keep it a
"living document" for others to
work from.
"This is a starting point for the
university, said Reynolds. "We
will continue to work from this
plan, making it a narrowly defined
mission statement which. will be
submitted during fall of 1985.

Projected course
cuts and additions
Programs which are proposed
for SUB action for elimination
are:
Stenographic
One-year
Program; B.S. Art Minor; B.A./B.S.
Audiovisual Media Minor; B.A.
Biology (General) Major; B.S.
General Science Major; B.S.
Broad Science Major; B.S.
Physical Education Minor
(Teaching); B.S. History Minor
(Teaching); B.S. Political Science
Minor (Teaching); B.S.
Psychology Minor (Teaching);
B.S. Social Science Minor
(Teaching); B.S. Sociology Minor
(Teaching); B.A. Photographic
Arts (Minor); B.S. Geography,
Major; B.S. Geography Minor;
M.S. Education—Art; M.S.
Education—Industrial Education;
M.S. Education—Mathematics

Programs that in the next two
years will be evaluated for their
feasibility are:
Public
Affairs/Journalism
(major); Adapted Physical,
Education (minor); Word Processing (A.S. degree); Gerontology (major); Applied Geography
(major); Humanities (minor);
Cardiac Rehabilitation (endorsement); Mastor of Arts in Liberal
Studies; History Major: Research
Option; Mass Communication
Major: Advertising Optidt
English Minor: Writing Emphasis;
English Minor: Creative Writing;
Biology Major: Biotechology Option; Accounting Minor.

WAREHOUSE
LIQUORS

TACO JOHN'S®
Two Locations:
Winona Mall
575 Huff Street

of excitement for this year's
election."
While gaining votes from state
women's groups, Growe is also
pushing for votes from nuclear
freeze activists and students.
"Having put four kids through
school, I know how tough it is for
students to afford college," said
Growe. "The best investment we
can make is in the education of

4111.111

711

711

452.1821
Everyday LOW Prices
PACKAGE LIQUORS-COLD BEER
WINES-CHAMPAGNE
VARIETY OF IMPORTED
BEERS
ICE CASE LOT DISCOUNTS

Budweiser
Stroh's
Drive-Up-To-The-Door Parking
Miller Lite
Coors & Coors Light * Bacardi Rum
Windsor

* Sun Country Wine Cooler

—4—

1
TAPPER TRAILERS AVAILABLE
FOR WEDDINGS
PICNICS & PARTIES
THE LARGEST
VOLUME
KEG DEALER
IN WINONA

176 E THIRD ST
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Opinion
Winona State closed? - Not a chance

Gov. Rudy Perpich has managed to kick up old fears
of Winona State closing once again. During a press conference on higher education, Perpich made a remark
that any university not actively trying to keep enrollment
stable might end up being closed by 1986.
The Admissions office, tightly clutching enrollment
figures which show Winona State enrollment down 4-5
percent, is shaking from convulsions, fearing that this
years enrollment decline might put Winona State on
Perpich's axe list.
All this worry over Winona State closing is bogus. This
year has been the first time in more than 10 years
campus enrollment has dropped significantly.
During the 1970s when colleges were shrinking in enrollment, Winona State continued to grow — reaching a
high point three years ago.
When the baby boom era ended and the pool of high
school graduates shrunk, it is only natural that college
enrollments would follow.
And Perpich, in all of his great wisdom, decides to
make tuition costs 33 percent of the university budget.
What this does is raise tuition to the point where any

remaining high school graduates tempted to go to
college look at the price tag of education and decide to
pump gas instead.
If Perpich wants enrollments to go up, it only makes
sense that he should lower tuition to attract students.
The media likes to push the idea that Perpich is going
to close a university with shrinking enrollment. Most of
these sensationalized reports fail to understand the
context in which Perpich had made those statements.
Perpich called for higher education officials to make
Minnesota a "brain state." This can only be done, he
says, by making each university do a better job of
attracting students. A university that doesn't put its
effort into strengthening itself would be in danger.
Winona State is certainly not a college that will sit
back and wait for the axe. In fact, Winona State had laid
the foundation for strengthening itself in its 10-year
plan.
Our university is trying to offset the shrinking number
of high school graduates by appealing to the nontraditional student.
Another sadly neglected pool of students will hope-

fully be recruited — minorities and foreign students,
which carrently make up only a meager 5 percent of our
student population.
The 2 + 2 program will help Winona State expand services to help the entire southeastern region. And a
public relations campaign, led by Vice President of University Relations Richard Struck, will play a a very
important part of trying to obtain funds for Winona State
through donations.
Does this sould like a university that is sitting back in
the guillotine waiting for the blade? — Absolutely not.
The blade is far from falling on Winona State because
it was Perpich who pushed for the WSU-RCC program,
allowed millions of dollars for a new building and
approved $6 million to improve Somsen Hall.
For some reason, it seems doubtful that Perpich
would close a college that he has just spent $8 million
on
So for the campus worry-birds who think Winona
State is in serious condition — too bad. Winona State is
not going to close next year or for another 125 years.

Second
Look
by Greg Abbott
It's been a long time since the Winonan sought out feedback
from its audience, but maybe its better that way.
For one thing, during my share of phone calls, my life was
threatened three times by the Ice Cream Lovers Society and former
vo-tech cosmotology students.
For another thing, people have been surveyed to death this year. I
see the need for a poll once in a while, but Mr. Gallup has managed
to pbll everyone on every possible subject just so the money will
keep flowing in from newspapers that grab up his statistics.
Polls show President Reagan is 12 points ahead of Walter
Mondale one day. The next day Mondale chooses Geraldine Ferraro
and polls are even. Then the DFL's candidate's vice president's
husband is ripped for taxes, and the polls show Reagan 10 points
ahead.
Just to see if I could overkill polls on campus, I conducted my
own:
After telling students that Reagan falls asleep during his cabinet
meetings and uses Grecian Formula, student peferred Ferraro
over Reagan by two points.
After telling students that Ferraro shaves her legs with an
electric razor, students preferred Reagan over Ferraro by three
points.
In a familiarity survey, 92 percent of the students never heard of
Bush and decided that it was a brand name for baked beans.
Another 84 percent of the students never heard of Mondale and
thought he was Ferraro's husband.
In a local survey, 76 percent of the students thought Keith Spicer
was a photographer who sold Vanessa Williams pictures to
Penthouse.
I also found out that 95 percent of the people that read this
column had some type of brain damage within the past two years.
What does this mean? It means that .01 percent of the people feel
a certain way at that moment and could change their mind in the
next five minutes.
So, forget these bothersome polls. I don't care if students think
nursing is the hardest major — maybe the program attracts people
with low g.p.a.'s. And I don't care that people think Don Salyards is
the hardest teacher — they've obviously never had a course from
John Vivian.
And I don't care if people read this column the most...
Well, maybe I care a little...
Okay, so I'm embarrassed...
Thanks.

Winonan

Commentary

by Julie F began

The freshmen Rues
by Julie Foegen
Dawn breaks and with it, the
realization that I am no longer a
big, hot-shot, high school senior.
Once again I find myself in the
depths of society. Yes, it's freshman time again.
It seems like just yesterday
that I was stumbling down the
halls of my high school; not
knowing where to go or what to
do and hearing the snickers of
upperclassmen, the deafening
yells of "Hey Frosh" still ringing

The Winonan is written and edited by and for the students of Winona State
University and Is published weekly except June, July, August and exam periods.
Subscriptions are available from the Business Manager at a rate of $8 annually or $3
quarterly. Address all changes in mailing addresses to the Business Manager.
Address all correspondence to: Winonan Editor, 113 Phelps Hall. Telephone 507-4575119.
Deadline for all copy Is noon Friday.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and National Council of College Publications Advisers.
Winona State University is an equal opportunity employer and adheres to the
provisions of Title IX which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education
programs.

in my ears. Being a freshman in
high school was worse than hying
the plague.
I though that I had escaped all
of that when I became an upperclassman. My confidience grew. I
was accepted by people in higher
classes and I made friends. I even
knew my way around, what to do
and what to expect.
Now, I'm back in the pits of
"freshmanhood." The old fears,
insecurities, and anxieities have
once again surfaced. However,
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Greg Abbott
Dale Kurshner
Lisa Larson
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being a college freshman has
turned out to be better. Most
upperclassmen are quite friendly
and helpful. Besides that, there
are lots of people to meet and
new things to experience.
Time is needed to get used to
the whole situation, but I think
I'll make it. Most freshmen are
pretty durable. Now, as the sun
fades away, I only have to worry
about graduation from college!

Staff Reporters
CBaurtsionoensisstmanager

Financial

Pat Mcilheran
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Letters
Up to Date

Wilkinson thanks
the Student Senate

Drop/Add Day
United Campus Ministries-"Wakeup

With God" Bible Study,

Taggart Lounge, 7 a.m.
Student Senate Meeting-Dining room G, Kryzsko Commons, 3 pm
Volleyball-McGown Gym, Winona State vs College of Saint Teresa,

To the Editor:

Last year at the March 26 professor.
I wish to take this opportunity
meeting of the Winona State University Student Senate, people to thank this body for having
were suggested for consideration honored me by placing me in this
to be the 1984 Commencement prestigious group. As a faculty
Speaker. member, this was greatly
Among the governors and one appreciated and I wish to express
of our former student represen- my gratitude to the 1983-84
tatives, Tim Penny, the Student Senate.
Senate placed the name of one
Sincerely,
University
Winona
State

6 pm Winona State vs Saint Cloud State, 7 pm
Sor./Panhellenic Rush, 5 pm
Lutheran Campus Center-Taco Feast/Open House, 5 pm
AERho Meeting, 8 pm
Lutheran Campus Center-Informal Worship service, 9:20 pm
Films-Tightrope, Cinema 4, 7 pm and 9:20 pm through Friday
Film-Revenge of the Nerds, Cinema 4, 7:30 pm and 9:30 pm through
Friday
Films-Last Starfighter, Cinema 4, 7:10 and 9:20 through Friday
Film-Women in Red, Cinema 4, 7:20 and 9:30 through Friday
camme■eawavaa,

Dr. Brice J. Wilkinson

Last Day to Drop/Add
Last Day to file for Student Senate positions-Applications available

for six freshmen, three at-large, and two graduate positions
Winona State Communication and Theater arts open house-6-9 pm,

Performing Arts Center. New theater personnel, the season's play
schedule and fall quarter classes will be introduced.
Deadline for Guthrie ticket payments-Night Mother, Sept. 29,
students-$5 tickets, $5 bus. Faculty-$6 tickets, $7 bus.
Live Music-Keystone, Mississippi Queen, through Sept. 15
Live MusicNewz, Showhouse Saloon, through Sept. 15
Non Traditional Students-Sack lunch and speaker, noon, Student
Union.

Lawyers too many
in the United States
To the Editor:

Our country now has a surplus
of lawyers, but does this mean
that they have to make a nuisance
of themselves? Part of the
trouble is with voters who elect
too many lawyers to go to the
state legislature. Once there,
they proceed to make things
great for lawyers and bad for
everyone else.
If you don't think that someone has intentionally tried to
mess up our legal system by
making is unnecessarily compli-

cated then tell me, just why do we
have 50 different sets of motor
vehicle laws?
What all of this means is that
some law school graduate is sitting in a comfortable, air conditioned office some where trying
to make a mockery of the law, and
make a bundle of money without
any real work. If the law was any
good at all it would send such
nasty people to prison.

((1
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Sincerely,
Bill J. Bloomer

Delta Sigma Pi-Business meeting and recruiting week
LCC Service-Central Lutheran Church, 8:30 am and 10 am
United Campus Ministries-"The Gathering", Taggart Lounge, 6 pm

LCC-clowns meeting, 7 pm
Koinonia Practice-First Congregational Church, 7:30 pm

SMEA-Informational meeting, 4:30 pm
Inter-Residence Hall Council-Meeting, 6 pm
MNSA-Meeting, 7 pm
Sig Tau-Meeting, 5 pm
Women's Golf-Winona Country Club, Winona State Invitational, 9
am
Men's Golf-Winona Country Club, Tournament

Winonan Letter Policy
The Winonan offers all students an opportunity to express an

opinion by writing a letter to the editor. Letters must be signed,
and we encourage that they be typed.
The Winonan reserves the right to shorten letters because of
space limitations. By keeping letters to within two typed pages,
it will enable the Winonan to print more opinions.

(I)
September

1

The Student Voice

9:30 am to 3 pm

Financial aid check disbursement
Delta Sigma Pi-Recruiting week
Mantoux tests-Health Service, 8:15 am to 4 pm

Winonan Letter Policy

Priority for publishing letters is based on the date the Winonan
receives them. Deadline for all letters is noon Friday.
The Winonan will accept one letter per person each quarter to
allow as many different students as possible a chance to voice
their opinion.
Deliver or mail letters to the Winonan, 113 Phelps Hall, Winona
State University.

Recovery Centers, Inc., conducted by Jean Clark, open to the
public, 1-3:30 pm, Winona YMCA.
United Campus Ministries-clowning workshop, Taggart Lounge,

CiT
September
1

Coalition of Campus Ministries-square dance.
Workshop-"Self Esteem—A Family Affair", Southeastern Family

Student Senate Elections
Financial Aid-Check disbursement through Sept. 19
Auditions-fall production, Performing Arts Center
Mantoux tests-Health Service, 8:15 am to 4 pm
United Campus Ministries-Issues Group, 6:30 pm
Intra-Varsity Christian Fellowship-Meeting, 7:30, union
Sig Tau Gamma Pledging-7:30 pm, union

What should the national drinking age be set at?

Julie Konietzko, Hutchinson, Nursing

Steve Cmeyla, Milwaukee, WI, Nursing

Bunny Webber, Winona,
Mass Communications

Jackie Fuller, Burr Ridge,
III, Undecided

19. Because anyone
under the age is gonna
get alcohol anyway.
Once you become legal it
takes the fun out of
drinking and it's not a
challenge.

18. I'm from Wisconsin
and if you can vote at 18
you might as well be able
to drink too.

19 is okay, but I don't
think it should be any
higher. If they keep
raising and lowering It
the people who own the
bars and liquor stores
are going to be confused

18. Because at the age
of 18 you are finally
known as an adult with
responsibilities, and a
responsible person has
to know when to drink
and when not to.

Rob Foley, Round Lake,
III., Business Administration

I think it should be 19
because you'd be more
responsible. I think they
need that extra year to
mature.

Eric Black, Milton, Wis,
Pre-Med

18. Because I got the
privilege when I was 18
an I didn't see any problems with people
abusing the right.
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Students give Winonan high marks
During spring quarter 1984, the
Winonan staff put together a
student survey of 400 students to
see how the campus newspaper
stands and what needs to be
improved.
The ratings for the paper
overall had to be the most pleasing reward for the staff. However,
the high ratings don't mean that
we will sit back and relax. We are
still going to try to keep matching
the newspaper to your needs.
Which section do you read the
most?
News 162 (40%)
Sports 104 (26%)
Opinion 92 (23`)/0)
Arts 43 (11%)
Do
you
look
advertisements?
Yes 376 (94%)
No 22 (6%)

What would you like to see more
in the paper that would interest
you?
Student Activities 108 (27%)
Upcoming Events 84 (52%)
OpinionS 72 (18%)
News 52 (13%)
Sports 32 (8%)
Photos 12 (3%)
Senate 11 (3%)
Community news 7 (2%)
Record Reviews 6 (2%)
Should Student Senate minutes
be included in the paper?
Yes, in full 28 (7%)
Yes, in summary 202 (73%)
No 81 (20%)
Which column do you read the
most?

at

the

Second Look 101 (25%)
From Left Field 83 (21 %)
Student Voice 78 (20%)
Editorial 70 (18%)
Center Aisle 49 (12%)
Music Man 19 (4%)

Excellent
68 (17%)

News Section
Arts Section
Sports Section
Photos
Rate the paper overall:

32 (8%)
52 (13%)
148 (37%)
98 (24%)

Good
292 (73%)
246 (62%)
272 (68%)
232 (52%)
268 (67%)

Average
36 (10%)

Poor
1

107 (27%)
71 (18%)
24 (6%)
32 (8%)

12 (3%)
4 (1%)
3 (1%)
2 (1%)

New phones save big bucks
by Dale Kurschner
News Editor
New phones in the residence
halls were expected to save
Winona State nearly $14,000 per
year and pay for themselves within two years, according to Housing director Scott Peak.
As of last week, all but 10 of
the 728 new residence hall
phones replacing the old - AT&T
phones were connected and
ready for use.
"Right now we charge $26 per

quarter per student for the phone
service — roughly $12 per
month," said Peak.
That rate will now stay the
same for the next nine years,
according to Peak, instead of
increasing approximately 10 percent if Winona State would have
stayed with the AT&T system.
The university had tried to buy
the 15 year old phones from AT&T
but felt $25 per phone was too
high.
"For $10 per phone more, we
have brand new phones with year

warranties on them," said Peak.
"Right now, the new residence
hall phones will be connected to
Northwestern Bell's lines," Peak
said. "At the end of the year we'll
-go to our own computerized
phone system here at Winona
State."
Three students installed the
new modular phone jacks and
phones throughout the summer,
and the final connection came
around the end of August.
Problems arose, however,
when Northwestern Bell tried
connecting the phones to their
lines.
"They never told us when they
came here how to do the work
that if we were keeping the metal
plates the old phones were on, it
would cause the phones to
ground out," explained Peak.
After the problem was found,
the phones were successfully
connected a couple of days later.

Growe
Continued from page 3
our children, but the Republicans
seem to think military spending
is more important."
Growe on the issues
Deficit: Would lower military
spending and channel the funds
to pay off the deficit.
Arms Race: Favors a nuclear,
military spending reductions and
increased foreign relations
efforts with the Soviet Union.
Financial aid-registration: Student aid should not be tied to
forced registration.
Student aid: Supports increased student aid through
student loans.

RESEARCH PAPERS
14,789 to choose from — all subjects'
Rush $2 for the current, 306-page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206 JC- ,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)477-8226.

Help Wanted
Sales

Get to the answers faster.
With theTI-55-II.
What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions —
more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-11, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-1I,
because it's preprogrammed

©1983 Texas Instruments

to perform complex calculations — like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperbolics — at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator
Decision Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using
-

the TI-5.5-II even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-II
show you how.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

Lose weight earn!!
Selling complete
nutrition program.
Call 507-895-6942 or
write P.O. Box 2963,
LaCrosse, WI 54601

Used Chimney Sweep
equipment
for
sale:

Equipment includes
many brushes, weights,
fiberglass poles, huge
air vacuum with 4 inch
hose, ladder, ridge hook,
rope, tools and tool box.
Over $100/day income
possible, terms possible
$500. 454-2040.

•
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Prices Effective Thru Sept. 30, 1984

moir

The Saving Place®

1
ULTRA-BIG
ULTRA-LASH

ULTRA-LASH
MASCARA

MASCARA

Makes
lashes look
lony long,
1,,ngest

Lengthens
lashes
hews'
Makes lakes
look long
longer
longeM

VValt•I °root
SMPArprolll
Lang last.ng
FrgranC••

And long
laskng. too

IIeF

make.UD
sensibly
pr tCed

riellerwool

Snowy/oat

X
111111111.111

▪

ac.

10 FL OZ

eyes

1.49

IMMO
MIS •

Froguncor
free

0.43-F!. Oz.

0.10-Fl. Oz.

Per .Pkg.
Sale Price

41

1.9

Per Pkg.
Sale' Price

•

■
209

0.41-Fl. Oz.

Per Pkg.
Sale Price

Maybelline® Ultra-Lash® Mascara

Maybelline® Great-Lash® Mascara

Maybelline° Ultra-Big Ultra-Lash ®

Water-proof, smear-proof, and long-lasting
mascara. Fragrance-free. Save more today.

Hypo-allergenic; dermatologist-tested. With
Collagen Protein to condition lashes. Save.

Lengthens lashes without fibers ! Water-proof,
smear-proof, & long-lasting. Fragrance-free.

0.41-Fl. Oz.

2

For $5

Per Pkg.
Sale Price

Save On Rich 'N Gentle ® Mascara

Lash thickening mascara with Dial Control ® .
Remove with soap & water. Hypo-allergenic.

0.37-Fl. Oz.

2

For $

Per Pkg.
Sale Price

DIal-A-Lash" Water-Proof Mascara

Turn the dial. for light, medium, heavy application. Helps to prevent globs and clumps.
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Feature
New owners give McVey's a facelift
by PATRICK MCILHERAN
Staff Reporter
What do you do if you are a
couple already involved in
community affairs, and you each
operate a successful small business downtown? You buy a restaurant, of course.
At least, that's what Jan and
Scott Abramson did. The Winona
couple, now owns McVey's, an
ice cream and pizza restaurant at
451 Huff St. Not only is the restaurant in the Center of Winona, it
is right across the street from
Winona State University's
Prentiss-Lucas and MoreyRichards resident halls.
Indeed, its location was one of
the restaurant's biggest attractions, said Mr. Abramson. The
couple hope to draw a large portion of their clientele from the
dormitories.
They do not see themselves in
competition to any great degree
with the other restaurants around
campus. Mrs. Abramson noted
that McVey's is one of the only
places In Winona where
customers can order pizza by the
slice. She figures there is a
market for such an offer, especially among students, who may
find a whole pizza a bit too big for
consumption as a late-night
snack.
Nor, is there any competition,

they say, for their homemade ice
cream. The Abramsons are learning how to make the ice cream
under the tutelage of Jerry
McVey, who until July 1 owned
the restaurant. The ice cream is
known for having no artificial
ingredients.
The pizza, however, is a new
recipe. Mrs. Abramson developed
both the crust and the sauce
herself, after much experimentation.
The couple have extensively remodeled the interior of the building, painted the outside an attention-demanding yellow, and have
added a walk-up window for customers who are in a hurry. Since
July, they have averaged 90 hours
of working on the restaurant each
week. In addition to McVey's,
Mrs. Abramson is part owner of
Jandee's, a women's clothing
store downtown, and is president of the Downtown Business
Association. Mr. Abramson
operates the Rose Bowl, a floral
shop. As to the busy restaurant
schedule, Mr. Abramson simply
commented, "There's a lot of
movement to it."
Although the metamorphosis
of McVey's hasn't been entirely
trouble-free, the Abramsons say
the biggest challenge is already
past: the buying of the restaurant.
"All the rest of the work we

Jan and Scott Abramson are bringing many changes to McVey's ice cream shop including a walk-up
window, additional seating and pizza by the slice. (photo by Steve Apps)
planned for," said Mr. Abramson.
And the Abramsons weren't in
it alone. They say they have had
considerable help from Brady,
their two-and-a-half year old son,
who greatly enjoyed painting the
walls on the new dining area.
The area, with nearly a dozen
booths and tables to match, was
made out of an unused apart.

ment.
It
is
brightened
by
numerous plants, which the
couple say will eventually number
more than 100.
McVey's is currently open from
11 am to 11 pm, and on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday until 2 am.
Until cold weather settles in,
patrons can be served at either
the walk-up window, or they can

dine inside. Pizza is available by
the slice or whole.
And despite the new pizza
offerings and the new decor, one
thing hasn't changed about the
little restaurant on the corner. As
Mr. Ambramson said, "The keystone to the whole operation is
the homemade ice cream."

Kane marks 25th year at WSU,
has seen many changes
By LAURA GUDBAUR
Feature Editor

Dr. John Kane (photo by Scott Brooks)

When the Vice-President of
Student Affairs John Kane first
came to Winona State University,
there wasn't even a student
affairs department to be vicepresident of. That was 25 years
ago. This year marks Kane's 25th
anniversary with Winona State.
"When I first came to Winona
in 1960," said Kane, "Somsen,
Phelps, the Library, and MoreyShepard, Richards, and Conway
dorms were the only buildings."
Kane came to Winona as a
math and social science instructor. He not only came because it
would advance his career in
education he also loves the area.
"I grew up in LaCrosse so it was
nice to be able to come back to
the area."
It wasn't until 1965 that Kane
was assigned additional university duties. This was when
Kryzsko Commons was opened,
and he took over as student union
director.
When he first started, Kane
said, we didn't have any funding
from the state. We had to wait for
the student activity fees. The
whole idea of having student
unions was new, and we were unsure as to whether it would work
he said.
"I remember when we first

started I had to come in early and
sweep the floors, straighten up
and then get changed and work."
he said. There wasn't much of a
staff at first, he said, only himself
and a few student workers.
A lot of changes have taken
place at Winona State outwardly
as well as inwardly since Kane
has been here.
There was a building era
between 1960 and 1965, Kane
said. That's when Pasteur,
Sheehan, and Prentiss-Lucas
were built, he said.
"I still remember people saying
that we would never fill all that
space," he chuckled.
The
university
has
also
broadened its focus of studies,
said Kane. "When I first came to
Winona State we were primarily a
teacher's college," he said. Now
the college has branched into
nursing and business with other
departments continually growing
as well.
Kane said that in the 25 years
he has been here he has seen student attitudes about school travel in almost a circular pattern.
"When I first came to Winona
back in 1960, students seemed to
be really job oriented. Then the
Vietnam issue became really big
and students became more concerned with the philosophy of life
and where they were going. Now
it seems that students have gone

back to being more job conscious
again," he said.
Kane recalled that when he
first came to Winona State there
was no financial programs.
"Financial aid didn't start until
1965 with the National Defense
Loan, now the National Direct
Loan. Compared with today's aid
programs, it was really small," he
said.
Kane has really enjoyed working at Winona State the past 25
years and plans on staying at
least a few more years.
"I think I've been really lucky
while working here," he said.
"I've been able to work with some
wonderful people and I owe them
a lot. The students have really
been a pleasure to work with. One
of my greatest pleasures is
seeing a student walk across the
platform on commencement
day."
"The students are afterall the
reason why I am here," he stated.
"Kane has on one of his office
walls a motto that sums up his
philosophy on his job at Winona
State. The first paragraph reads:
The student is the most
important person on the campus.
Without students there would be
no need for the institution.
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New piano instructor is full of energy
by Kathy Vos
Arts Editor
Stepping into the Winona State
music department for one year
has given Pamela Howland a
chance to expend some of her
noticeable energy.
Howland, who is filling in for
piano instructor Robert Hungerford
while on sabbatical, says she has
high hopes concerning the
school term and knows that the
year will be busy. She will be
giving lessons to approximately
20 students, be doing accompanying, be playing solo recitals
and possibly be teaching music
history.
Keeping busy seems to be a
way of life for Howland.
Howland entered college at the
age of 16 and since then has been
a teacher's assistant at the
Wisconsin Conservatory in
Milwaukee and the Eastman
School of Music in New York and
has also been a teacher at
Monroe Community College and
the Hochstein Music School in
Rochester, N.Y. In addition, she
has been a private instructor for
the past 10 years and has performed both solo and chamber
music in New York, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Minnesota and Oregon.
Her credentials include
Dr. Pamela Howland will be filling
bachelor and master of arts
sabbatical. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
degrees from the Wisconsin Conservatory in Milwaukee and a recommended as the "best candidoctorate of musical arts perfor- date at Eastman."
Howland, who began playing
mance degree from Eastman
piano at age six, said her interest
School of Music.
Department chair, Richmond in music stems back to her childMcCluer, said Howland was hood interest in singing. Having a

in for Robert Hungerford as the university's primary piano instructor while he is on
musical family, with her mother
having been a jazz pianist in the
1940s, also influenced her, she
said.
Howland is the university's primary piano instructor and will be

Johnny Guitar: discordant western
twists traditional cliches
by Jeff Walker
Staff Reporter
Sept. 15 the Winoria State University Film Society will present
Johnny Guitar, an out-of-tune
1954 western that looks like a
"crossbreed of the western with a
psychoanalytical case history,"
according to Time magazine.
Director Nicholas Ray and scriptwriter Philip Yordan intensify the
disharmony by establishing a
conventional western and then
burlesquing the cliches they have
set up.
Good guys include Joan
Crawford who plays Vienna, the

Film Preview
shady lady with the heart of gold.
As proprietor of the frontier gambling house, Vienna hires reformed gunslinger Johnny Guitar,
played by Sterling Hayden, to protect her financial interests from
the greedy ranchers. As the tensions between Vienna and the
ranchers and between Vienna and
Johnny heat up, Johnny finds his
gun hard to resist.
Western cliches,
however,
become perversely discordant
when a newspaperwoman named
Emma Small sets herself at odds

OPEN:
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Everyday

1215 Gilmore
Winona

with Vienna. Emma "is not Just
the usual jealous woman but a
real sexological square knot who
fondles pistols suggestively and
gets unladylike satisfaction from
watching a house burn down,"
said Time. Finally, director Ray
snaps the cliches as if they were
overly taut guitar strings: Emma
Small — a woman — rouses the
lynch mob that is determined to
hang Vienna, and the final shootout is between the women, not
the men.
Johnny Guitar begins at 7:30
p.m. in Pasteur 120 and is free with
valid WSU I.D. and $1 without.

teaching advanced beginners
through music majors. She
stresses that music is an area
which allows different levels of
involvement.
"Anyone can take lessons and
should not feel intimidated," she
said.
Lessons started Monday but
can be added until tomorrow afternoon.
teaching,
In
addition
to
Howland, whose study emphasis

vas
v oto-`”

is on performance, will also be
giving solo recitals. Her first one
will be Sunday, Oct. 21 at 3 p.m.
Howland's goal for the year is
to "do as much playing and get to
know as many people as
possible."
So far Howland, a native of
Oconomowoc, Wis., has been
pleased with Winona's friendly
atmosphere and looks forward to
becoming involved with the cultural aspects of the town.
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jib... 3-5:30
HAPPY -do/p.m.
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Specials on Margueritas
and shots
8-12 pm

Special Price On all
the Beer U-Can-Drink
'/2 Price Mixed Drinks
9-12 pm.

KING

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

BURGER

SATURDAY

8-12 pm

2 for 1 on mixed drinks
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Good Times

Special on 16 oz. can of
Miller

Tap Beer Special

3-12 pm

SUNDAY
Vikings Game Special
1st Keg Free

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

454-7772
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Workshop teaches relief of stress
through Far Eastern practices

Vernon Wobschall listens to instructor Quentin Humphrey as he
practices a variety of relaxation techniques at a workshop held
Saturday at Winona State. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

by Lisa Larson
Chief Reporter
Tai Chi is important therapeutically to relieve stress, according to Brice Wilkinson, coordinator of a health workshop
Saturday.
workshop,
"Health
The
Through Stillness and Movement," introduced special movement meditations such as Tai Chi
and Sotai to participants.
Tai Chi is a Chinese-approved
exercise for people ages eight to
88 that uses dance-like movements and every muscle, joint,
and deep cells of the body, said
Wilkinson. The conditioning received by practicing Tai Chi is
equivalent to long distance
running because of the deep
breathing involved, he said.
Tai Chi, which Wilkinson calls
the highest of martial arts, is useful for many people. It has helped
dancers and actors improve their
sense of balance, along with correcting body ailments, such as
backaches, said Wilkinson.
The Chinese people were the
first culture to widely use holistic
medicine, which is the healing of
the body, mind, and spirit,
instead of symphtomatic medicine, which treats a patient for a
specific physical ailment.
Quentin Humphrey, workshop
instructor who has studied Tai
Chi 14 years, taught at Winona

Welcome Back Students!
Tonight — Wap Party

All the Wap you can drink from 8-10 pm

Thurs-Fri-Sat

THE NEWZ
NO COVER

at
Back
again
the
Showhouse The Newz
have recorded with
members of Journey.
Greg Kihn Band and the
Babys. They have
appeared with ZZ Top,
Styx, Cheap Trick, Greg
Kihn Band and The
Tubes.

Sun-Vikings vs Atlanta with low,
low prices on pitchers of pop
and Beer

SHOW HOUSE
SALOON

Mon-Tap beer at a low price,
8-10 pm

Tues-Bud Night
162 Johnson
WINONA

State University for two sixmonth periods in 1980 and 1982.
He taught Wilkinson Tai Chi
which later prompted the formation of the Tai Chi club.
Wilkinson says the Tai Chi
club is the most active club on
campus at Winona State because
they meet daily for one hour. Last
year club membership was 25,
and high-quality student participation is always welcome, said
Wilkinson.
Another area of study in the
workshop was Taoism. Taoism is
a Chinese belief in which a person believes that he has everything inside himself to regain
good health without medicine.
In practicing Taoism, a person
draws and releases energy from
the body through movement
meditations. This helps create
harmony by having the whole
body working together.
Sotai, which is balanced or
controlled movement, was also
introduced to the 16 workshop
participants.
Sotai, begun in 1937, assumes
there are four points that create
good health — the way you

breathe, your diet, and your
physical and mental state. If any
of these areas are neglected, an
imbalance is created which will
cause a problem, said Humphrey.
To practice Sotai, all energy is
used for one single movement
and a person strives to make it as
perfect as he can. For example, a
person discovers which part of
the body hurts him, such as the
right side of the neck, and the person becomes relaxed by using
deep breathing techniques and
physcially moves his neck away
from the pain. Humphrey said
great success with back ailments
has been achieved by practicing
Sotai.
Bev Wason, Winona State
Freshman and workshop participant, said that in her first experience with meditation at the
workshop, it gave her a good
feeling inside.
The Tai Chi club, which
sponsored the workshop, meets
daily at noon. Those interested
may join the practice sessions
Mondays in the Performing Arts
Center lobby and Tuesdays
through Friday in the Phelps gym.
It is free and open to all.

Off the record "'-4011by Paul Marszalek

Move over c-rations
here come m-rations
One of the most creative promotional gimmicks to come along in
years is now available from Warner Bros. and consists of a cassette
which contain 56 minutes of the latest imported music.
There are 12 songs (many are dance remixes) from 12 bands
including The Smiths, Depeche Mode, Aztec Camera, King
Crimson, China Crisis and Modern English. The cassette comes
packaged neatly with an instruction manual in a safety-sealed
rations can. Not just for ROTC types.
Britain loves to gossip about her pop stars, and since Duran
members haven't announced marriage or sported new haircuts for a
while, the press has turned elsewhere. A band called Frankie Goes
To Hollywood has given them plenty to talk about. The band's debut
single "Relax" has been on the English charts for nearly two years
and has sold more than 1.5 million copies. Relax and the follow-up
single Two Tribes recently had a strange hold on the #1 and #2
spots respectively for 10 consecutive weeks.
Why? Relax has been banned by the BBC after being played
openly for several months. The turnaround came when it was
decided that Relax carried sexual connotations. The video was then
banned — perhaps rightly so. It's not the video we see on MTV with
the all-too-innocent laser light show. The video I managed to see
featured scenes of band members in a leather strewn gay bar (40
percent of the band is homosexual) and climaxed with a band
member being hosed down while the bar crowd cheers on. It's
pretty heavy stuff.
The Two Tribes video hasn't been banned, but is has received a
great deal of attention. Reagan and Chernenko look-alikes beat
each other bloody while surrounded by other world figureheads
who are busy betting on the outcome.
The Soviet Embassy in London has asked that the video not be
aired as it depicts the Russian people as agressors. Still waiting for
a reaction from this end. If the controversy over the videos wasn't
enough, the band ran advertisements for Two Tribes which poked
fun at GQ wonderboys Spandau Ballet. Spandau was outspokenly
upset when the release Only When I Leave failed to dislodge
Frankie from #1. Frankie rubbed it in with the ads. Spandau songwriter Gary Kemp threatened to make it Frankie Goes To Hospital.
The band dropped the ads and apologized.
If I wanted to be a rumor monger, I would tell you that
Minneapolis' The Suburbs have been dumped by Mercury/Polygram
records, Tom Bailey and Alannah Currie of the Thompson Twins are
an item, and Scott Baio is looking for material for his third album.
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Orientation Team Leaders JoAnne Aiello and Dana Holte helped their freshman team yell the school song. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

O.T. Week

Making college feel like home
by Laura Gudbaur
Staff Writer
For many students, going to college for the first
time can be a difficult experience.
In order to combat homesickness and just
ordinary confusion, freshman were given the
chance to participate in activities that Charlie
Zane, director of student activities, planned for the
first week.
Zane and his 195 orientation team leaders lead
660 freshman in one weeks worth of fun activities:
According to Zane the week went as well as it
could possibly go. "The turn-out was super," he
said. "We had our problems, but it all worked out."
The freshmen were divided into 56 teams with
each team having three leaders. The leaders were
all volunteer upperclassmen. The teams participated in such acitivities as softball, volleyball,

canoe races, and campus tours. They even got to
view two box office favorites—"Mr. Mom" and
"Dr. Detroit". The activities, said Zane, gave
freshmen the opportunity to meet and get to know
other freshmen outside of class.
Zane feels that the orientation week is
important for freshmen. "We need to emphasize
the social aspects of college right now," he said.
"It's very important that they meet people and
make friends now because it may mean the
difference later in making a decision whether to
stay or leave school," tie emphasized.
"I had a great time," said freshman Blake
Gottschalk from Bettendorf, Iowa. "It gave me the
chance to meet a lot of people."
LaCrescent, Minnesota freshman Steve Bissen
said "it was a heck of a good deal. It was a lot of
fun."

Many students began to move into the dorms with the
help of their parents the day before Labor Day. (photo by
Steve Apps)

Lake activities for orientation week
included softball, volleyball, drinking
beer, or talking to newly made friends.
(photo by Mark Hoffman)

Sophomores Myra Becvar and Julie Wiebusch dance to the music of The
Newz with the Winona State Purple Penguin. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
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Sports
WSU drops home opener to Hamline
by Tom Tusa
The Winona State University
football team's slogan "one more
in '84" took another step in the
wrong direction and head coach
Myron Smith may need to call the
"Ghostbusters".
"Some of the breaks we got
last year are coming back to
haunt us this year," said Smith
after his team lost a nailbiter
14-13 to Hamline University at
Loughery Field Saturday. The
Warrior's record fell to 0-2.

`Some of the
breaks we got
last year are
coming back to
haunt us.'
INIEMINENNEM11111 ■111111 ■1
It was a missed extra point
attempt by sophomore kicker
Mark Juaire with just under nine
minutes to play in the game that
led to the deciding margin of
victory for Hamline.
Juaire's kick went wide left and
disheartened a great comeback
for the Warriors, who trailed 14-0
after three quarters.
The opening kickoff seemed to
set the tone for the way the game
was going to go for the Warriors.
Freshman Marco Fernani took
the opening kickoff two yards
deep in the endzone and
hesitated before returning the
ball to the 12 yard line.
Coach Smith said before the
game that a running game was
going to be established.
At first it looked as though the

Head Coach Myron Smith's expression summed up the action during Saturday's game. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
running game would succeed.
Senior running back Mark
Ballwanz gained 33 yards on his
first two carries before the
Warrior offense stalled.
The big story of the game was
Hamline's quarterback Kyle Aug
who passed, rushed and punted
his way-to a great game.

Hamline got on the scoreboard
first as a Warrior pass interference smacked in between two
great runs by Hamline's Dave
Ryan put the ball on the Warrior
two yard line.
On a first and goal Ryan tried to
leap over the middle but was hit
hard, causing him to fumble into

Warrior Mark Ballwanz finds some running room. Ballwanz gallopped his way to 125 yards despite WSU's
14-13 loss to Hamline. (photo by Steve Apps)

the endzone where Aug fell on it
for the touchdown. Gary Potter's
extra point made the score 7-0.
The The Warriors couldn't
generate any offense as quarterback Steve Speer's passes were
being dropped.
Hamline had another great
scoring chance with Aug and
Ryan leading the way.
The Warriors got a break when
defensive back John Schuldt
intercepted Aug's pass in the
endzone and was tackled at the one
yard line trying to return the ball.
After a couple of stalled drives
by both teams, the Warriors had
four minutes to do something
with the ball, but the Warrior drive
ended when Speer threw an interception in the endzone. That was
the first of three on the day.
Hamline wasted no time in
scoring in the second half.
It took just three plays after the
kickoff to score. David
Hawkinson dove in from two
yards out. Potter's kick made it
14-0.
Two nice punts by freshman
punter Tom Pohlman in the third
quarter were all the Warriors
could be happy about as Speer's
recievers continued to drop key
passes.
There was no scoring in the
thrid quarter, and the start of the
fourth, looked tough for the
Warriors after Aug hit one of his
two 55 plus yard punts to put the
Warriors in poor field position.
With 13 minutes left in the
game, the Warriors came to life. A
Speer pass to junior Darren
Ripley went for 15 years.
Ballwanz carried twice for twelve

yards and then Speer threw a nice
play action pass to tight end Jim
Turvey for a 26 yard touchdown.
Juaire's extra point made it 14-7.
With 11:34 to play, senior linebacker Steve McManaman made
a remarkable over-the-shoulder
one-handed catch to intercept
Aug's pass at the Hamline 38
yard line.
Ballwanz rushed close to 20yards, and then Speer hit Ripley
for a six-yard touchdown pass.
Juaire then missed the extra
point to make the margin 14-13.
The Warriors were not content
on giving up. A Ryan fumble was
recovered by Jay Aamodt on the
Warrior 23-yard line.
The Warriors drive stalled and
they exchanged punts with
Hamline to get the ball back.
Speer threw another interception with four-and-a-half minutes
remaining.
The ball was back in Speer's
hands with a minute-and-a-half
left in the game, and the ball on
the Warrior two-yard line after an
Aug punt.
Speer completed a pass for
nine yards and then threw two incomplete passes before Ballwanz
got a first down to keep the drive
going.
On fourth-down and ten and 36
seconds left, Speer scrambled
out of trouble to the Warrior 34yard line.
With the crowd cheering on
Speer, Speer threw a pass over
the middle to Ballwanz, but he
fumbled the ball and Hamline
recovered it to save the victory.
Continued on page 15
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Warrior men harriers look ahead to nationals
by John Paul Schaller
Sports Editor
On Saturday, Aug. 8 the Winona State men's
cross country team placed fifth overall in the eight
team St. Mary's College Invitational.
Luther College of Decorah, IA won the meet with
a score of 26. St. Thomas and the University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse finished second and third
with scores of 53 and 65, respectively.
WSU just edged out the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls for the fifth position with
153 points.
First year coach Bill Baker was pleased with the
Warriors performance, but said that the meet was
really practice for them. "We took it as a practice
meet," said Baker. "Two of our top five runners
didn't even compete.
Scott Bestul took the honors for WSU as he
finished in 14th place with a time 22:46. Bestul
was followed closely by teammate Larry Elvebak
who had a time of 22:54 to place 18th.
Rounding out the field for WSU were Eric
Johnson with a 27:03 in 88th place, Dave Diesslin
with a 27:11 in 89th place and Pat Clark with a
28:10 in 94th place. One hundred and seven
runners completed the race.
Pete Wareham from St. Thomas won the race
with a time of 21:58, but Luther took three of the
top five positions to capture the crown.
On Saturday the Warriors travel to Luther
College for the Luther College Invitational.
According to Baker, the Warriors will not be 100
percent at this meet. "It will be another week
before we start running at our full potential. Our
goal is to go to the Nationals and I don't want
anyone getting hurt at an early meet."
There will be 22 teams from four different states
competing at the invitational.

Runners jockey for position at the start of the St. Mary's Invitational held Saturday in Winona. (photo by Steve Apps)

Winona's Delicious Delicatessen

Students: Decorate your room

with a Winona poster. 560 at Beno's

4

Deli Sandwich Fare

geese
a
'Ll

eqt

$389

$259

;

$1 89
Beno's Combo is

New York Sub everything
but the deli sink. King Kong
couldn't, can you?

hard
salami, ham, cheese and
turkey. Can't be beat!

Super - Roast Beef

Cheese Done It Again

Country Corned Beef

cheese, cheese and more cheese. Cheddar, swiss & gouda.

top

sirloin roast, slivered
and piled high.
served hot or cold with
cheddar cheese.

Dutch Treat

classic deli
ham and cheese featuring
our Gouda.

Deli Dilly pepperoni, hard
salami, cheddar with dill
pickles on top.

Gobble It Up

Pepin Pastrami

is fancy
turkey breast topped with
fresh sprouts and
Beno's dressing.

and
swiss cheese, you'll just
love the true deli flavor.

72 Center St.
By Beautiful Levee Park
452-2761

Clint Eastwich

is double
roast beef and swiss cheese
and Gouda.

Waltz Me Willy uniquely
Beno's. Swiss, roast beef and
braunschwager. Delicious!
Threes Company
ham, turkey and swiss.
Move in on it now.

all of our fine
food available
to go
Mon.-Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-5
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Depth will be strong point 1
for Warrior women harriers

From Left Field
by John Paul Schaller

Good-bye Number 72
Usually this column is filled with sarcasm and criticism that is
read and then forgotten a week later.
I hope this week it will be different as far as the content and also
as far as how long people remember it.
This week I am dedicated my column to Brett Erickson, a friend,
and former teammate.
Brett was killed in an automobile accident in his hometown,
Friday, August 31.
The details of Brett's accident don't matter. It was unfortunate.
Unfortunate because Brett was that rare type of person that
everybody got along with. He was a friend to everyone.
When I first heard of the accident it took a while for the shock to
sink in. But when school started I began to realize the loss.
During his two years at WSU Brett made quite a mark at this
university. He received All Northern Intercollegiate Conference
honors last season and was one of the standouts on the NIC
Champion Warriors.
I played football with Brett at WSU for two years and I know what
kind of , a person he was. On the field he gave 100 percent. You could
alwais . count on him when things got tough.
He was the same way off the field as he was on. it He made
friends easy and he kept them.
Thinks at WSU will stay pretty much the same even though Brett
is gone.
They will be the same on the outside anyway. But for the people
that knew Brett, there will always be that empty space in their
stomach when they think of him.
It will be a long time before Brett's memory will fade from WSU..
Good-bye Brett. You're already missed.

Women's Cross Country Schedule
1984

Sat., Sept: 15 Luther College-

Decorah

Sat., Sept. 22 UW-River Falls

River Falls

Sat., Sept. 29 Mankato State University

Mankato

Sat., Oct. 6

Cedar Falls

University of Northern Iowa

Moorhead

Sat., Oct. 20 Northern Sun Conference Meet
Sat. Nov. 3

Bemidji

Disctrict 13 NAIA

Kenosha

Sat., Nov. 17 NAIA Nationals

TWO

42, while WSU was last with 110.
Freshman Tracy Nelson
finished first for the Warriors in
23rd place with a time of 19:38 in
the practice meet.
Moravec was also pleased with
Nelson and she feels that she will
be a great addition the Warriors.
"Tracy is really going to be a
very tough runner for us," said
Moravec.
Senior Traci Sherman finished
in 30th position with a time of
19:51 for WSU, while Shawn Paul,
Cheryl Peters and Nancy Pribyl
finished 62nd, 64th and 67th,
respectively. Paul finished in
21:37, Peters in 21:48 and Pribyl
in 21:54.
"We have a lot of depth this
year," said Moravec. "More than
we have ever had before."
She also stated that none of
her runners finished way back in
the standings. Over 100 runners
competed in the meet.
Katie Somers from Eau Claire
was the first place finisher with a
time of 18:06.

PAIR
For

ONE

LOW
PRICE
Bring the Family, a Friend or get 2 Pairs
for Yourself!

2

$7 99 5

PAIRS ... for
(Single Vision)

$8995
$9995

0 PAIRS ... for

L.

-

Basic
Frame Group

(Single Vision)

0 PAIRS ... for
L (Single Vision)

Modern
Frame Group
Design
Frame Group

Flat Top 25 or 28, Kryptok or Executive style bifocal lenses add $40.
Offer does not include Photochromic. Aphakic or diamond-cut lenses.
Exclusive of all other discounts and promotions.

LE
_

E

OPTIC4L

I Winona Mall
1213 Gilmore
454-3711

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
visA

Your Number One Value
in Eyewear Since 1941

EY.

Godfather% Pizza

Starts Your Week Deliciously!

490 SALAD BAR
TUESDAYS 250 PITCHERS
MONDAYS

The

BootAndBarn
Shoe, Repair
164 E. 3rd St.

by John Paul Schaller
The Warriors will be pate
According to Moravec this
Despite finishing fourth in a
week will be the big test for the against 21 other teams from fogy
non-scoring meet at the Warriors. On Saturday WSU different states.
University of WisconsinAccording to Moravec Luther'
LaCrosse on Saturday, Marjorie
course is a good combination c
`We have a lot of
Moravec is pleased with her
flat ground and long hills and sh
Warrior harriers.
feels that her team will be test&
depth this year
"I was really very presently suron the hills.
prised with our performance,"
"I never really know how gooi
More than we've
said Moravec.
of shape we're in until we run o
She feels that the fourth place
hills," added Moravec.
finish is not an indication of how
ever had before.'
The meet will include seve
this season will go. "LaCrosse
Minnesota schools, sever
and Eau Claire have been prac- mmom1111111■11111111111111111111111111111= Wisconsin schools, seven low,
ticing for three weeks, while travels to Luther College for the schools and one Illinois school.
we've been at it for 3 days."
Luther Invitational.
LaCrosse won the meet with a
score of 20. Eau Claire finished
COMPLETE EYEGLASSES
second in front of Luther with a

Just 494 Buys a Trip to Our Fresh Produce Salad Bar when
Purchasing a Medium or Large Godfather's Pizza.

452-8870
M T & S 8:30-5:30
Fri 8:30-9:00
-

254 Pitchers of Pop with the Purchase of a Medium or
Large Pizza.

WEDNESDAYS
$999*
THE FAMILY FEAST FOR

Bring in your mob to devour a Large Two Ingredient Pizza,
Two orders of Garlic or Cheese Bread and a Pitcher of Pop.
FEMININE, MEDIUM HEEL
BOOT HAS SLENDER
STRAPS THAT
DOUBLE-WRAP
A SLOUCHY SHAFT

*$1.00 Wire for Deep Pan

an otter you can't refuse .
Ganatheras .
Center St.
On The Levee
454-4414

.
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Football Schedule
1984

Sept. 15

UW-Eau Claire

Away

Sept. 22

UM-Morris

Home

Sept. 29

Northern State College

AWay

Oc. 6

Bemidji, Homecoming

Home

Oct. 13

UM-Duluth

Away

Oct. 20

Southwest, Parent's Day

Home

Oct. 27

Moorhead State University

Away

Nov. 3

Loras College

Home

Pregnant?
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

irthright

452-2421

free pregnancy test

Warrior Darren Ripley avoids a Hamline defender after hauling in a Steve Speer pass. (photo by Steve Apps)

free confidential help

Football
Continued from page 12
Speer ended up unofficially
with 20 completions for 200 yards
and Ballwanz had 125 rushing
yards.
Coach Smith was disappointed
after the loss but gave credit to
the offensive line for a good
game. "They're starting to mature
out there and that's a good sign,"
Smith said.
Smith said, "the team needs to
concentrate more. Concentration
is the key to success."
The Warriors travel to Eau
Claire this Saturday as they try to
break that losing spell and get
"One in '84."

....
...

..

We need your
help.
American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
Large furnished sleeping
room for 2 or 3 women.
Separate entrance. 4
blocks from W.S.U. Nonsmokers.
$75 each/

month. 454 2040, Tom
-

Biesanz, 252 E. 8th.

Quality Camping Gear For Sale
*Eureka 4-man dome tent, new,
excellent condition $150
*Gerry 2-man A-frame tent,
good condition $25
*EMS 3/4-length foam pads,
excellent condition $10 each
*Ranger: Sierra West Cagowe,
large, excellent condtion $15

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
If there's one thing business
Think business. With
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
the BA-35 Student Al
The BA-35 means you
this is it: an affordable, busispend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
ness-oriented calculator.
and more time learning. One
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many.
Analyst.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Its built-in business
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
formulas let you perform
and services for you.
a book that follows most
complicated finance,
business courses: the Business
accounting and statistical
functions — the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator_
ssroom.
01983 Texas Instruments

Backpacker poncho, large,
good condition $10
*Peak-1 backpack stove w/windscreen
spare parts, 3 fuel bottles,
excellent condition $35
*Mirro 6-person aluminum cookset,
excellent condition $20
For more info. call 454-2336 after 5 pm
.0111

Horseback :...
Riding

Every week-end
thru Nov. iLa-/ \/4V1/4.

P

transportation*.... -)1
provided

ai \1 ,--j1 -,/) 1

115
.. 1,-P---\:-X-'s %
Reservations ...>
454-3305. —
_ _ ‘: -2' 8-4Arm
4oZ-9744
Big Valley
Ranch Academy
,
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Warrior golfers face problem of inexperience
by Tom Tusa

The once promising golf program at Winona State will have to
rebuild itself for the 1984-85
season after losing three seniors
who competed in the NAIA
National Tournament last year.
Coach Dwight Marston said the
loss of John Buck, Brett Barcel
and Brad Lieverman will leave
him with a young team with very
little experience.
"We're so young we had to put
name tags on these kids,"
Marston said.
The Warriors also lost veteran
John Mugford who will take the
year off for personal reasons.

The Warriors have had two
meets already. At the UWLaCrosse Invitational, the team
finished fourth out of ten teams.
Returning junior Scott Rindahl
led the way with a 76. Freshman
Mike Yanz shot a 79 while junior
Mitch Mullins and freshman
Brian Hackerson both shot 80.
Even though Mullins is a junior,
he has no collegiate golf
experience.
The next meet was a dual with
cross-town rival Saint Mary's. The
Warriors won 384-396 despite a
record setting performance by
the Saint Mary's team.
Mullins led the way with an im-

pressive 75 and tied for medalist
honors.
Sophomore Bill Banton was
next with a 76. Rihndahl and
Hackerson shot 77s, as Max
Gieffer shot a 79.
Marston said he was pleased
by the perfornace so far but
stressed his golf tearn 4Vvill have
to shoot in the mid-to-upper 70s if
they want to be a contender in the
conference.
"We won't give up because you
have to be invited in order to get
to the National Tournament,"
said Marston.
Marston picked MinnesotaDuluth, Mankato and Saint Cloud

Men's Golf Schedule
Fall, 1984
Fri., Sept. 14
Sat., Sept. 15
Sun., Sept. 16
Thurs., Sept. 20

Greater Hiawathaland Invitational

Mon., Sept. 24

Winona Country Club Tournament

Thurs., Oct. 4
Fri., Oct. 5

Now that
you've registered for
your required courses,
it's time to choose
your electives.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERSTM
FREE.
454-6700
•..„ •
_—
909 W. 5th St.
Winona

as the teams to beat. Duluth has
every member returning from last
year's squad.
"We'll just have to shoot for
par and go at it from there," said
Marston.
The golf team travels to Cedar
Falls, Iowa for the University of
Northern Iowa Invitational this
weekend for a 72 hole series.
"This is a must see tournament. We must see how we will
compare because there will be
Division I school's competing,"
said Marston.
And that way, Marston will be
able to detemine how much
rebuilding of the program it really
is going to take.

Earn extra
spending
money by
joining the
Winonan

5 items for the price of 4:
Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Olives and Extra Cheese
ing your electives isn't easy.
Because we've got so many
fresh, mouthwatering
toppings. But once
you make your
choice, we'll custom
make your pizza. And
deliver it to your door, FREE.
All in 30 minutes. Guaranteed.

NIC Conference Tournament

Students:

Pepperoni
Green Peppers
Mushrooms
Onions
Ham
Sausage
Ground Beef
Olives
Double Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
TM
The Vegi
With Domino's Pizza, choos-

University of Northern Iowa Invitational

staff.

Domino's Deluxe

5 items for the price of 4:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Green
Peppers and Sausage

The Price Destroyer

TM

Contact

Limited portions of 9 items for the price of 5:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Sausage,
Ground Beef, Olives, Ham, and Extra Cheese

1
1
1 Extra Credit:
Free Mug

Free Domino's Mug with
any pizza purchase.
One coupon per pizza.

I

Good while supplies last.

I

Fast, Free Delivery'

U)
O
ZQ

Will
Foreman
at

I

Limited Delivery Area.

113 Phelps,

JTC NA 120/1940

ON
0 CL

457-5119.
1984 Domino's Pizza, ilia

